Combination therapy of GLP-1 analogues and insulin: do the benefits outweigh the costs?
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In the current issue of *The Netherlands Journal of Medicine*, Van Velsen *et al.* describe a small trial showing the benefit of adding a GLP-1 analogue to insulin in obese patients with type 2 diabetes using the maximum allowed or tolerated dosages of metformin and a sulphonylurea derivative. The study clearly shows how impressive results of adding a GLP-1 analogue to insulin can be: the patients lost on average 14.3 kg of weight, the HbA1C decreased by 5.5 mmol/mol (0.5 %) and patients could lower the dosage of insulin used by on average 75 IU. Patients used either a once daily, a twice daily or a full basal insulin-bolus regime. A recent meta-analysis on a regime of basal insulin and a GLP-1 analogue in a total of 4348 participants in *The Lancet* showed similar although less outspoken results as those of Van Velsen *et al.*: patients had lost on average 3.2 kg at the end of the study and the HbA1C decreased by 0.44% (5 mmol/mol). As stated in the accompanying editorial in *The Lancet*, the very first study on GLP-1 analogues included patients on insulin. The lack of postprandial increase in blood glucose level was considered an artifact at first. Now, the combination of a GLP-1 analogue and insulin is more and more recognised as a potent strategy resembling normal physiology best. GLP-1 analogues simulate the incretin GLP-1 but are more resistant to degradation by dipeptidylpeptidase-4 (DPP-4): among other functions, they inhibit gastric emptying, stimulate post-prandial insulin secretion, increase satiety and suppress glucagon secretion. Another argument for adding a GLP-1 analogue to insulin when oral therapy is at maximum dosage would be a protective effect on preservation of beta cell mass. However, although in rodents decline in beta cell mass can be halted and possibly even increased by GLP-1 analogues, it is difficult to confirm this in human trials. A beneficial effect on beta cell function has been shown in smaller functional studies, but beta cell mass is difficult to assess.

The combination of GLP-1 analogues with insulin has been approved by the European Medicine Agency (EMA) and the American Food and Drug Administration (FDA), but is not reimbursed in all countries. In the Netherlands, for instance, GLP-1 agonists are currently only reimbursed in obese patients (body mass index (BMI) > 35 kg/m²) using metformin and a sulphonylurea derivative in the maximally tolerated dosage. The combination with insulin was reimbursed in the period after the introduction but redrawn in 2011. The Dutch Diabetes Patient Federation successfully fought this decision, enabling patients who already used this combination to continue. New prescriptions were no longer reimbursed. Recent studies including the meta-analysis in *The Lancet* might re-open this discussion. Clearly, this discussion is about the balance between costs and (long-term) benefits: the efficacy of the combination therapy on HbA1C and especially body weight is clear, but at what price? Despite strictly limited use, the costs of GLP-1 analogues and DPP-4 inhibitors last year made up 68% of the total amount spent on non-insulin therapy for type 2 diabetes in the Netherlands. When considering translation of the combination of a GLP-1 analogue and insulin to daily practice, what would be most desirable would be to add a GLP-1 analogue to once daily insulin, possibly in a fixed-dose combination limiting the burden to one subcutaneous injection a day. Current studies showing promising results used a combination of liraglutide with insulin degludec, the most expensive insulin.

Regarding the long-term benefits: first studies show that GLP-1 can be considered safe with regard to cardiovascular events and from *in vitro* and animal studies positive effects on cardiovascular outcomes are expected. However, long-term results on decreasing microvascular and macrovascular complications have to be awaited, for instance the results of the current placebo-controlled
LEADER trial on the effect of liraglutide on cardiovascular endpoints in 9340 diabetes type 2 patients. To conclude, adding a GLP-1 analogue to insulin treatment shows clear benefits by enabling weight loss and decreasing the need for insulin. Future fixed-dose combinations might reduce the burden for patients to one subcutaneous injection with long-acting insulin and GLP-1 analogue. It has to be decided what price is acceptable to reach these advantages. Knowledge on long-term benefits such as reduction in microvascular or macrovascular complications is clearly needed to take stock of the pros and cons.
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